If you work in poverty alleviation, chances are you’ve heard of Opportunity Collaboration. The 350-person
un-conference tucked away on a beach in Mexico is getting outsized results building sustainable solutions to
poverty and has earned a unique reputation. Here’s a look at why...
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“My favorite experiences were the daily Colloquium
for the Common Good, meetings in the ocean, the
thoughtful and generous nature of the attendees,
and the all-inclusive venue (great food and service!)
Outstanding conference - hits all the right notes.”
-Jill Ultan
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OC Delegates keep coming back...
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What delegates say they get from OC...
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“It made me love my job again.”
-Hirut Mcleod

“I loved it all. Inspired, challenged,
provoked and sustained.”
-Terry Baxter

“My friend arrived feeling &
acting ‘spent.’ But he turned
into a thriving person right
before my eyes ... with a lively,
eager, even ﬁerce commitment
to expanding his work.”
-Elizabeth Huttinger

“We have initiated the ‘New Society’ Portfolio:
a 9-family investment/alignment project for
moving capital into impact investing.”
-Ann DeRosa.
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“OC opened up the space
to trade notes with
another delegate and in
such a narrow sector,
there are very few
colleagues to honestly
compare notes with!”
-Christie George

“I now have plans to merge my organization with
another delegate’s and an investor interested in
the combined entity.”
-Sophia Swire

“I am collaborating with several
delegates on a TEDx event
around conscious social change.”
-Gretchen Wallace
“I am collaborating on a
pilot project with two
other delegates.”
-Ray Umashankar
“We initiated the Sustainable Farming
Alliance working group at OC.”
-Florence Reed

I CHANGED
MY MIND

I GOT
TO HELP
OTHERS

I GOT
FUNDING

“The conversations I had
completely changed my perspective
on some areas in my work
professionally as well as personally.”
-Ergun Ertekin

“We arrived in Mexico needing
$400,000 to close our operational
gap, we ended 2014 $13,978 over
our goal.”
-Twesigye Jackson Kaguri

I FOUND
PEOPLE TO
FUND

“I made some great new
connections, and perhaps even more
importantly some new connections
among synapses in my brain.”
-Gisela Keller

I CHANGED
MY WORK

“We got to test concepts and conduct
in-person research to test our model
among really smart people and the result
is a much more clearly reﬁned model.”
-Teal Brown Zimring

“It catapulted us to dig into our
business and marketing plan,
revenue streams and value prop.
We got really clear, really fast.”
-Laura Page
“OC helped me understand what to do
better at my organization. I'm looking
forward to applying new skills.”
-Vivian Anugo

Reasons delegates recommend Opportunity Collaboration...

Who comes to Opportunity Collaboration?

Past delegates came from 28
work in at least 30 more...

diﬀerent countries and
“I have been to many conferences over the
past 25 years and never have I left feeling
energized and committed to do good.”
-Amlaz Negash

RESIDENT COUNTRIES
OF DELEGATES
COUNTRIES WHERE
DELEGATES WORK

What delegates say they do at OC...
(The word cloud below is based on delegates’ responses to the question “”What was your favorite
thing about Opportunity Collaboration?”

Only at OC...

“WHAT CAN I DO
FOR YOU?” CULTURE

FLOATING
MEETINGS

“The biggest asset is that the
common binding question is
‘What can I do for you?’
Everyone is looking to help one
another. I met people that
could help me solve problems in
logistics, board development
and communication.”
-James Harrington

“I absolutely loved meeting in
the ocean, on the beach or in
the pool - the atmosphere was
relaxing and simple. I built
lasting partnerships.”
-Denise Ortiz

COLLOQUIUM FOR STUDENT DELEGATES
WELCOME
THE COMMON GOOD
“I'm not very good at
authentically sharing myself in
such a group-oriented way, but
the colloquium brought it out of
me, challenged me to grow, and
challenged me to be authentic
and vulnerable. Unexpected and
happy about this.”
-Christopher Garrett

“I had the best of my time with
the kids. Their insightful
questions during our workshop
surprised and impressed me.
Truly kids being kids as they
learn about the world.”
-Kennedy Odede

But, be prepared, delegates say...

“It will ruin you for every other conference!”
SOURCES: All data from oﬃcial past Opportunity Collaboration delegate rosters, feedback surveys and emails.

For information and registration, visit www.OCimpact.com
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